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About This Game

GAMEPLAY

Omega Pattern is a Visual Novel which offers a variable multiple-choice decision system. This means that both the number of
decision points and the number of choices or options that you will find in those decision points may vary according to your

previous decisions during the game.

SYNOPSIS

The world where the Omega Pattern story happens is seemingly normal, similar to the one we live in. However, genetics and
fate mean that a few individuals are born with a kind of Pattern or special brain signal which lets them develop unique and

varied psychic skills that are determined by their life experiences, which form their behavior and character.

From the shadows, an organization known as Bioagora controls the world according to its own interests thanks to the power and
influences that they get, in part, from their Agents. These Agents are people who own the Pattern and have been coerced,
bought, forced and even captured against their will to be brainwashed and indoctrinated, so they can faithfully serve the

Bioagora.

Shaiel� (21 years old), a man who possesses the Pattern, has found himself forced to live in secrecy in order to avoid falling
into the hands of the Bioagora. However, as time passes, it gets more difficult to escape from a power which is increasing

exponentially. Seeking for allies has become a unavoidable, and it seems that the only alternative available are the Celtas; a
small and poorly organized group with unorthodox methods, whose plan to face the Agents and restoring an order different to
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the Bioagora’s seems near impossible.

As the rest of the population stay impassive in a gray world, Shaiel will have Shaiel to play his cards right and find out the truth
hidden by the Bioagora, the Celtas and himself.

FEATURES

Become the Main Character: Decide what to do in the most relevant moments of Shaiel’s past. This will determine his
current personality and therefore his psychic abilities and the decisions that you will be able to take in the future.

3 Story Lines: Access to 3 significantly different story lines, which means that you will have a high replay experience
where you will find suspense, action, drama, comedy, horror and romance.

+6 Hours: The variable multiple-choice decision system that we have implemented for the first part of the visual novel
can grant you up to 6 hours of gameplay or more.

Mobile Optimized: You will enjoy the same experience both in the Desktop (PC and Mac), Mobile and iPad versions.

 Full HD: 2048×1536 resolution for iPad users and 1920×1080 for Desktop and Mobile users.

Manga Anime Style: 100% original illustrated material.

Original Sound Track: An OST that creates the perfect atmosphere in every situation.

KEYBOARD AND MOUSE CONTROL

Skip Toggle: S.

Skip Unread: Ctrl.

Cancel/Back/In-game Menu: Escape/Right Click.

Confirm: Enter/Space/Left Click.

Up/Down/Left/Right on Menus: Arrows.

PROJECT

This is the first part of the Omega Pattern Visual Novel. To know more about the project, visit the Blog and FAQ section of the
Omega Pattern website and follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
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Title: OMEGA PATTERN - VISUAL NOVEL
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Borokai Studio
Publisher:
Borokai Studio
Release Date: 26 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: Pentium 4 2.1GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Please, try the free demo before purchasing. Thanks.

English
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Fun game to play with friends when you're bored. After about an hour or so it starts to get boring but for the first 45 mins or so
it's really fun, and you can have a real laugh with your mates. tbh, I'd only suggest you to get this game if you have a friend to
play with, without a friend it's pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665tbh.

5.5\/10. Good.

Edit: Since 5% people found this interesting i will write my full review

  ' This game is good ' - IGN. best game 10/10 better than grand theft auto 100% music makes the game, you dont even need to
really play instead just listen to some jams in your car. Enjoyed this game, probaly one of the easiast schmups ive played. Get it
guys for another 100%. Worth the asking price
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When I first played this game in January 2017 I gave it a thumbs down. The controls were inconsistent (For me) to the point that
the game became unplayable. I decided to try in again in August 2017 ad to my relief the controls were much more consistant.

There are other problems with the game that was so frustrating I uninstalled in. Half the time when trying to jump off walls, the
game didn`t pick up the press of space bar. This bug was tolerable since levels only take a few seconds.

 What ruined the game for me was the hit detection on the pink block. Most of the time I should have missed the pink stuff but
the game detected that I touch it. If the pink object was in the middel third of the screen thats fine, but when the object is on the
right 1/4th of the screen thats a problem.

I really wanted to like this game but it became unplayble and as such I cannot reccomend it. I will take a look at it in a few
months to see how it is then and update my review.. if you like Lula Wet Empire on DOS 1998, this game has that similar vibe
but more in-depth with Point and click Role-playing game, while the game have been subjectively bad on interaction with other
players. thankfully the quirky art style and some interesting characters on this game is kind of funny.

PROS
+ Games for Adult
+ Fun Game
+ Easy Reward
+ Funny/Cheesy Game
+ Easy to Play
+ worldwide Currency supported pretty affordable F2P game
+ addicting if you had the time to invest to play this game
+ interesting concept

Cons and suggestion -

- lack interaction with other players
+ Suggestion put Lobby Chat when not playing
- animation sucks....
+ Suggestion fix that damn boring battle animation, or at least make the characters more dynamic then just looking at stiff sonic
booms lol.
- DLC needed to start off with reasonable stats " Wouldn't mind spending for it to save money". Unplayable. Still crashing..
Mixed feelings about this game that LOOKS casual but is anything but.

Pro:

- Good looks
- Plays nicely. No complaints on the UI.

Con:
- This game is NOT a casual game even though it looks like it. Difficulty is surprisingly high and you must employ all the tricks
you know on how to extend those combos. It is not unusual to decide the end result on the very last card using everything you
got. Wild cards are really important in this game.
- Replaying hands because thats what it will eventually go to. RInse and repeat.

Now i like Legends of Solitaire and Faerie Solitaire in which i could beat all challenges relatively easily but this game is much
harder. The Casual element is gone - this is some serious work if you want to get ahead in this game once you start getting closer
to half-way on the map and i am not sure i like this design - conversely f you turn it around some people will think this is the
best game precisely because it challenges you.

So pick which one you like, casual entertainment or a more serious solitaire challenge and buy accordingly.. Short Version:
Love the game great atompshere and nice challenge.
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Long Version:
I love this game it had a decent atmosphere and challenge. At first I was concerned about the Top-Down view but it really works
in this game and it gave me some nestalgia becuase I remember playing a game when I was a kid where I was on a gameshow
and had to kill all the enemies and it was a top-down. But I digress the game is fun and it took me about 10 hours to beat the
game on Vet. I also loved the way they presented dialogue in the game kind of like a virtual comic book not sure why but it kept
ingulfed more. Also the art style was perfect for this game. I really don't have anything negative to say about this game it is
extremely well produced I'm hoping that the makers create a seperate story arc and expand the universe if this has been done
then I will defintly be picking them up.. Man, that graphics are excelent and sceneries are enjoyable, satisfying, relaxing and so
on. Never did many screenshots in one game tho. Ofc there are some cons - slow running, sudden fps drop and blinking. But all
those will be fixed in future updates, I hope.. A quick "art-game" with some decent chiptune music. Honestly, it's such a simple
little game that there's not much to say about it. This is more of a "neutral" than a "thumbs up", but if it's on sale and you like
weird games that don't overstay their welcome, you'll probably be entertained for an hour or two.
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